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INTRODUCTION
Many of the malfunctions to which reactors ore subject first
manifest themselves by changes in vibration levels. The
reactor, however, presents one of the most hostile environ
ments in which the sensors could ever by expected to operate.
In addition, the consequences of failure, and the difficulty
or impossibility of repair and maintenance place an extreme
ly high priority on reliability. Granted, this extreme situa
tion does not apply to all vibration measurements. We
could very well consider two categories of measurement.
For design verification and modeling tests, maximum empha
sis would likely be on broad dynamic range and minimum
disturbance of the basic mechanical model, while vibration
monitoring on operating reactors might sacrifice some of the
finer points as a measurement to gain maximum reliability.
If one device could perform both functions, however, it
would do much for the confidence in correlation of data.
APPLICABLE TECHNIQUES
This paper will not attempt to treat in depth oil possible
sensing mechanisms that might be employed in making vibra
tion measurements on nuc leor reactors. Rather, it wiII cover
most techniques only in sufficient detail to justify a more
thorough look at the best prospects. I wiII apply four criteria
in evaluation of the various prospective techniques.
1.

The obility to withstand the expected environment
including ambient temperature, radiation and ad
verse surrounding media such as sodium, water,
pressure, etc.

2.

Signal conditioning requirements and ability to
achieve on acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.

3.

Life expectancy and aging phenomena.
The efficiency of transformation.1 This might be
looked at as the energy removed from the system
under test by the presence of the sensor, or as the
product of sensitivity (more appropriately, the
inverse of noise floor) and frequency response
squared, sometimes referred to as the figure of
merit.

4.

It is at least theoretically possible to obtain all the informa
tion about the vibration of a structure by measurement of
relative displacement or any of its time derivities, since we
can integrate or differentiate electronically during data
reduction to obtain the desired parameter. In practice,
however, we find that integration is far easier to perform
than differentiation because of background noise. The
most frequently employed forms ore acceleration, being
proportional to the driving force, and velocity, being
proportional to mechanical impedance.
Displacement Sensors
Three displacement measurement techniques in current
practice are potentially capable of meeting the temperature,
radiation and corrosive media requirements of reactor instru
mentation although present standard units ore generally
limited to the vicinity of 26() °C and ore not recommended
for exposure to radiation. Variable reluctance units sense
the proximity of a ferromagnetic structure as a change in
the self inductance of a coil. A variation of this technique
for non-ferromagnetic materials operates on eddy currents
induced in t he adjacent material to change reactance as a
function of displacement.
Variable capacitance sensors con be used where the media
between the reference place and the monitored surface is
non-conductive and where independent electrical contact
between the two surfaces is possible.
Linear differential transformers (LVDT) employ a moving
ferromagnetic mass to vary the coupling between a primary
and two differentially connected secondaries as a function
of displacement.
AlI three sensors are used with an externally supplied exci
tation carrier to provide a frequency or amplitude modulated
signal as a function of relative displacement. In either
case, the noise rejection is quite good. Adequate sensitivity
with the proximity devices requires fairly high frequency
carriers, which, in turn make the systems very cable sensi
tive. This usually prohibits replacement of interconnecting
cables without recalibration of the system.
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